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On Tuesday January 9, 2018 the President graciously
held a meeting on DACA inviting both Republicans
and Democrats. The negotiation covered several key
issues of which were, 1. Border security, 2. Chain
migration, 3. Ending the visa lottery, and 4. Revising
DACA. In the meeting Senator Diane Feinstein more
noticeably used the exact phrase "Clean DACA Bill" indirectly alluding to the Quantum - Trump border
walls relevant reapplication to the West bank border wall in Israel. As the Company discusses the
meetings four key issues it will become apparent that to achieve the Presidents objectives the Quantum Trump border becomes a necessity. Lets begin by discussing border security. According to Congressman
Cuellar the U.S. spends $18Billion dollars per year on Southern border security. Key areas of the U.S. Mexico border wall need to be replaced, and the photo above is a good example of that. Congressman
Cuellar also stated that when border patrol agents are asked about how much time the border wall gives
them fighting illegal immigration, and drug trafficking, Congressman Cuellar stated a couple of minutes
or a few seconds. When examining the obsolete section of border wall above obviously Congressman
Cuellar's statements become more relevant. Replacing obsolete border wall fence with the cyclone
fencing as Budget Director Mulvaney has outlined becomes a matter of national security. Budget
Director Mulvaney specifically stated that the cyclone fence will be used, and improved upon. This is for
several reasons, but a majority of the border wall fence is the cyclone design fence, which also happens to
be the most effective. The Quantum - Trump border wall best adheres to the criteria specifically outlined
by the Presidential Administration. The QuantumTrump border wall builds upon the cyclone fence
utilizing the gaps between the bollards to not only
direct energy from the solar wall, but also
allow motion detection systems to be integrated.
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This multi-pronged solution delivers border
patrol agents the technological border security
strategy best to win the wars on illegal
immigration, and drugs. Moving on, according to
Senator Perdue chain migration is fundamentally
about economics. As stated in previous Company
guidance papers relating to the border wall, on
average citizens of Mexico pay 15%-25% more for energy than U.S. citizens. As the current global
economic paradigm continues down the path of technological innovation the barrier to entry for the
economy of Mexico to participate remains unnecessarily high. The issue of chain migration in relation to
Mexico is best addressed by reducing the underlying economic imbalance of energy. If the economy of
Mexico imports energy from the Quantum - Trump border wall, Mexico will not only save $25-35Billion
dollars in its first year, but will create the economic conditions necessary for its citizens to participate in
the global economy resolving the issue of chain migration. Whether the cyclone fence of the Quantum Trump border wall is the full 2,000 miles or 1,750 or 1,250, 950, or 750 miles the solar wall aspect still
produces $291Billion dollars worth of energy at full export capacity at .12cents /kWh, which can be
adjusted for capacity. So again, if the economic conditions in Mexico become the same or very similar to
the U.S. what incentive does a citizen of Mexico have to migrate? Exactly, not much. The problem of
chain migration is one of economics, and opportunity. If the Senate, Congress, and Presidential
Administration wish to address the issue of chain migration at its core the Quantum - Trump border
wall is the only viable solution that creates reciprocal
economic stability. Not only stability between the U.S.
and Mexico, but at full capacity the Quantum - Trump
border wall will be able to stabilize Guatemala, and
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neighboring Countries resolving the issue of chain migration
as it relates to energy related economic stability on a much
larger scale than initially conceived. Thirdly, ending the visa
lottery in exchange for a merit based Canadian style immigration system was a notable point President
Trump made in the meeting. When considering candidates skills such as the ability to speak, read, and
write the language, level of education, technological, professional, or trade licenses/certifications., offer of
employment in a certified shortage occupation, ability to support self and immediate family members,
age, and a record free of criminal convictions or national security concerns are a reasonable set of merit
based selection criteria that should be included in the Clean DACA bill - Balanced Dream Act, RAISE
Act, or equivalent legislation amending the visa lottery. The Quantum - Trump border wall is a smart
wall that will include Intel SGX block chain technology authenticating each kWh produced, and many
employees will be needed that meet the new merit based immigration guidelines. Lastly, revising DACA
through the RAISED Dream Act in the previous Company guidance was addressed, but expanding upon
the last statement as it relates to the entire Twelve Million illegal immigrants is relevant. It is at Attorney
General Jeff Sessions discretion as to which illegal immigrants in particular are selected under Kates Law
to be reassimilated back into the Country of origin in accordance with the U.S. Constitution. However,
the Company, through the Quantum - Trump border wall, has now created the economic balance
necessary to provide equal opportunities in Mexico through energy price stability. In the event that a
situation occurs, which warrants a second review, the Company will have new merit based reciprocal
transition visas (MBRTV) to ease the burden of migratory reassimilation. Company's can apply for merit
based reciprocal transition visas to hold, and award them to candidates who display exceptional skills
worthy of company placement. No other border wall solution, besides the Quantum - Trump border
wall, meets the specific criteria the Presidential Administration requested nor
does it meet those four comprehensive strategic objectives in that capacity.
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